
 
August 24, 2020 

Dear Pride® Provider, 

We are writing to you today to implement a requirement associated with all advertisement of Pride medical device 
products. Below you will find the specific terminology that must be added to your website, and all third-party 
websites where you advertise Pride products, with some visual examples.  

Although internet advertisements of Pride Power Lift Recliners, Pride Scooters, Go-Go Travel® Mobility and Jazzy® 
Power chairs may emphasize comfort, aesthetics and durability, they must also conspicuously acknowledge, 
where applicable, that Pride Products are FDA Class II medical devices designed to aid individuals with mobility 
impairments. Pride, therefore, requires that advertisements by Authorized Pride Providers of Pride products 
must include the following designation, whether such advertisement appears on an authorized provider’s 
website (including catalogs & brochures posted online), a third-party platform or any other forms of advertising:  

• The initial description of the product must conspicuously include the following verbiage:  
“FDA Class II Medical Device*” 

• The detailed description must be added to the above on the click-through page and must conspicuously 
include the following explanation referencing the asterisk above:  Pride FDA Class II Medical Devices 
are designed to aid individuals with mobility impairments 

 
Below you will find examples of the above requirements. As stated above, this verbiage should be included 
whenever the product is pictured not only on your company’s website but also on the site of any third party 
through which you may sell or fulfill orders (Amazon, Craigslist and any other major retailer sites), as well as all 
other forms of advertising.  

This action applies to all Pride Mobility products and all the trade names under the Pride umbrella that are coded 
as medical devices and have a HCPCS code designated to the product or parts therein. This includes all Pride and 
VivaLift!®, a majority of Pride scooter/travel mobility and all standard power chair units. Pride products that will 
not fall under this category of medical devices and therefore are not required to have this description are the 
iRIDE™, Wrangler® and Raptor.  

We would appreciate your prompt response in making all the necessary changes as this standard requires 
immediate implementation. See the attached example of initial description and click through description. 
Providers may review their proposed modification to comply with this requirement by contacting Pride’s 
Compliance Department at compliance@pridemobility.com 

Sincerely, 

 
 
Julie Piriano, PT, ATP/SMS 
VP, Clinical Education, Industry Affairs and Compliance  
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